A New Model of RGB-D Camera Calibration Based On 3D Control Field.
With extensive application of RGB-D cameras in robotics, computer vision, and many other fields, accurate calibration becomes more and more critical to the sensors. However, most existing models for calibrating depth and the relative pose between a depth camera and an RGB camera are not universally applicable to many different kinds of RGB-D cameras. In this paper, by using the collinear equation and space resection of photogrammetry, we present a new model to correct the depth and calibrate the relative pose between depth and RGB cameras based on a 3D control field. We establish a rigorous relationship model between the two cameras; then, we optimize the relative parameters of two cameras by least-squares iteration. For depth correction, based on the extrinsic parameters related to object space, the reference depths are calculated by using a collinear equation. Then, we calibrate the depth measurements with consideration of the distortion of pixels in depth images. We apply Kinect-2 to verify the calibration parameters by registering depth and color images. We test the effect of depth correction based on 3D reconstruction. Compared to the registration results from a state-of-the-art calibration model, the registration results obtained with our calibration parameters improve dramatically. Likewise, the performances of 3D reconstruction demonstrate obvious improvements after depth correction.